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1. BRIEF 

This design takes its inspiration from the main requirements in the Brief which are 
contained in the following key statements  

The aim of the promoters is clearly to achieve a design of international significance. The 
Competition Brief states that the design shall “create an example for Arab urban design of 
the 21st century” (E.03) and a “model conservation and development project for other World 
Heritage Sites to emulate” (C.13). In addition the design should show”inspirational potential 
towards higher standards in Moroccan and regional architecture” (B29). 

With regard to local aspects the Brief states (E.15) ”The aim is to create a vibrant quarter at 
the river for residents, visitors and tourists: a focal point for quality artisan products and 
young entrepreneurs. The design shall create a new centre for the Place Lalla Yeddouna 
district and shall bridge the districts that meet on both sides of the river.” 

The Brief calls for (A19) “a cultural site exemplary of our time and the region, a stimulator 
and generator of other projects in Fez” and (A22) “The site is expected to become a major 
catalyst for artisan development with spaces for educational programs, residences, artisan 
production, shops, restaurants, cafes and other services. The new complex must support 
activities for youth and adults.” 

The “Business Plan pour la Place Lalla Yeddouna” (page 1) states the strategy of making the 
site 

 “A point of entry into and exit from the Medina for tourists” 

 “A delivery and collection point for materials and merchandise to and for the craft 
industries” 

 “A place for the involvement, training and innovation for activities linked to the 
development of craft industry and new craft businesses” 

And the Brief affirms (E01) “The new design will have to meet the ambitious goal of creating 
an authentic urban site that is outstanding and state of the art for economic, cultural and 
spiritual activities and events and thus generating the conditions for economic growth.” 

The Brief calls for a total of 3515 sq m of artisan facilities and this is exactly the area that is 
provided in this design. It also calls for 2332 sq m of public and touristic services and 3304  
sq m are provided, i.e. 42% more. It calls for 420 sq m of residential and municipal faciities 
and 549 sq m are provided, i.e. 31% more. For all individual functions the target areas are 
either equalled or surpassed. 

Because areas are generous it will be easy to accommodate additional space for services 
and escape routes as necessary at the detail design stage. 
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2. DESIGN CONCEPT 
 

 

CROSS SECTION 

 

The site has a roughly flat, gentle slope from north to south which is divided into two by a 
deep trough formed by the River Fez flowing south to north. The proposal is to bridge this 
trough at ground level with a deck. Onto this deck is built a new public square, named 
“Place Bin Lamdoun” and under it a wide souk is created, named “Grande Souk”. Giving on 
to this souk are the large Artisans’ Products Exhibition Stores required by the Brief. Grande 
Souk is enlivened by the reculverted River Fez running through it down the centre.  

This new structure is contained within Zones II and III whilst the buildings of Zone I are 
rehabilitated and converted according to the Brief requirements. The decision to use a large 
part of Zones II and III for a new building means that a high standard of accommodation and 
servicing can be achieved for all activities that would not be possible by just converting the 
existing structures. 

As the CROSS SECTION show the new building is lower than some of the adjacent buildings 
and higher than others in the surroundings. Only from the north where it faces onto open 
space will it be in any sense imposing.  
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PLAN AT ENTRANCE LEVEL 
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3. LINKING THE TWO “CITIES”  

The site is one of the main points linking the two “cities” of Fez (A.20) and this function was 
regarded as an essential one in arriving at the design.  

At present the actual point of linking is performed by the Bin Lamdoun Bridge, but this is an 
entirely prosaic linking. The bridge does nothing to truly celebrate the passing from one 
district to another providing a meaningful point of contact. This failure is reflected in the 
fact of its currently being sorely abused. The Brief notes (D11) that the balustrade “is not the 
original balustrade height as documented in the historical photo; it was just recently altered 
due to security and odour nuisance concerns”. The book Fez: from Bab to Bab by Hammad 
Berrada puts the first concern less delicately: “To prevent nearby residents from throwing 
their waste over the bridge, the authorities have erected high walls cutting off the view.”  

 

SITE PLAN SHOWING PEDESTRIAN ROUTES 

This activity is probably made worse by the second concern of “odour nuisance” and 
pollution detailed in the recent Audit, Environnement, Sante et Sécurité, and referred to in 
D14 “The river pollution is intensified near Place Lalla Yeddouna due to metal workers and 
the Chouara Tannery.” Clearly there are ongoing efforts to resolve the problems of the 
pollution of the river but it would be unrealistic to imagine that these will be successful 
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within the timescale envisaged for the project. These concerns support the decision to make 
the river only a secondary element in the design. The existing bridge will be partially rebuilt 
as a crossing for the reculverted river in order to provide a physical record of it. 

The other environment problem mentioned in the Brief (D126) is that the area around Place 
Lalla Yeddouna is very noisy. People inside the new public square will be largely shielded 
from the surrounding noise as will those in the souk below. 

Under these proposals, as the SITE PLAN shows taking the route from one district to the 
other you will pass through the new Place Bin Lamdoun roughly on the level and entirely 
above the river. The new square will form the necessary psychological and social linking 
between the two “cities”. Adouat al-Qarawiyine and Adouat al-Andalous (see E.15 cited 
above) as well as achieving other aims set out in the Brief. Ornate gateways in the 
traditional Arab style will frame the archways that enter the new square. 
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4. ACCESS  

 

LOWER GROUND LEVEL PLAN 
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Traffic through the Medina, as the Brief makes clear, is always going to be by foot, mule or 
trolley. This means that the starting point for arriving or departing from the Medina is of the 
utmost importance. The “Business Plan” establishes that the site is already one such point 
and that this function should be developed. The first two points of the “Business Plan” (see 
above under BRIEF) concern on the one hand access by tourists and on the other access for 
the craft industry and retailing.  

The creation of the large Lower Ground area, level with the parking area to the north of the 
site in Connecting Zone A as shown on LOWER GROUND LEVEL PLAN, allows vehicles to 
penetrate the site and access the lifts. There are two service lifts. Service lift A rises up 
through the two storeys above and so services all the facilities on the new building giving 
onto Place Bin Lamdoun, the artisan facilities in the refurbished Zone I and also the 
restaurants on the top level. Service Lift B performs a similar function but does not go up to 
the top floor. These two lifts will be permanently available for use by the public as well as 
craftsmen, businesses and emergency services. 

There are two other lifts that both belong exclusively to the hotel which is situated on the 
two upper floors. One lift is a passenger lift so that guests can arrive by taxi at the hotel 
entrance at the Lower Ground level and directly access the hotel by lift and the other is a 
service lift for the hotel.  

The Lower Ground level provides access also for emergency vehicles, refuse collection and 
other service functions.  

Many tourist and others will no doubt arrive by bus in the parking area of Connecting Zone 
A where they will be set down. They will be greeted by the imposing north side of the new 
building shown on Sheet 2A and in the BIRD’S EYE VIEW that is on the next page of this 
report and can make their way up to the new square using the gently sloping stepped ramp. 
The gradient of this ramp is such that it will also be suitable for mules. 
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5. URBAN MORPHOLOGY 

 

BIRD’S EYE VIEW FROM THE NORTH SHOWING QARAWIYINE MOSQUE IN DISTANCE 

 

The central feature of this design is the creation of a new arcaded public square, Place Bin 
Lamdoun, surrounded by shops, restaurants, cafés, a hotel and the new Medina information 
centre. By concentrating these activities around a single fairly large identifiable space the 
aim of the Brief (E.15) to create a “vibrant quarter” is emphatically answered. 

The Brief (D.85) states how the system of permits set in place by the 1998 Development 
Plan of the Medina of Fez has ”saved the site of the Medina from serious threats of altering 
its historic and cultural character”. D86 states the one of the main objectives of the 
Development Plan is “to utilise local building materials and adapt new projects to the 
tectonic character of the Medina”. 

This design fully supports these objectives and respects and seeks to extend both the urban 
topology of Fez and the local traditions of Arab building styles. The Brief calls for the 
creation of “an example for Arab urban design of the 21st century” (E.03). This approach 
avoids the trap that Dr Stephano Bianca has referred to when he remarked that “cloned 
Western type of development has produced the well-known architectural disruption in the 
physical environment of many Arab cities”.(UFAW. P15. See references at end of text). 
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Dr Bianca has characterised Arab urban settlement such as Fez thus: “While the 
architectural fabric tends to be continuous, i.e. undisrupted by massive free-standing 
religious or public buildings or by major open spaces highlighting individual monuments, it 
also shows a clear internal differentiation into a series of self-contained compartments, 
which allow the private or sacred character on individual spaces to be protected where and 
when needed. As a rule, the public spaces lack the rigid layout which is imposed by highly 
formalised institutions.” (UFAW. p36).  

In view of this, it might be argued that a new arcaded public space of the type proposed 
here is at odds with the Fez as it exists. There are certainly no formal public spaces at 
present in the Medina. However there are myriad private or semi-private formal spaces. 
Indeed these make up the cellular development that is so characteristic of the Medina. The 
principle element of which the urban fabric is constructed consists of buildings of one, two 
or three storeys with rooms giving onto an internal court. The latter is styled architecturally 
to a manner corresponding to the building’s status and so such internal courts may be 
simple, they may be elaborate, and they may be magnificent. The outside of the typical 
building has few window openings and (apart from the entrance) little in the way of stylistic 
elements. Thus the public space is not developed and the architecture of the facades that 
give onto it is largely neutral. In addition Arab cities like Fez, but unlike their European 
counterparts, were evidently not designed to accommodate mounted or wheeled traffic. 
Consequently the public spaces consistently lack dimension and are never imposing - the 
only exception to that rule occurring in the vicinity of a royal palace.  

Although there are no precedents for public formal open spaces those for a semi-public or 
private open space are everywhere and indeed are what make up the city. Thus there is a 
plentiful resource for the architectonic element in seeking to create new public space and 
this has been utilised in the present design.  

Although it might strictly contradict traditional Arab urbanism, there is certainly a need for 
public open space in the Medina. This is proven by the fact that wherever such spaces do 
occur, as it were by accident, (e.g. Place Nejjarine, Place Lalla Yeddouna) they are developed 
as vital places. If the Brief’s demand for a “vibrant quarter”, a “focal point” a “major 
catalyst”, and an “outstanding urban site” are to be met, a visible identifiable urban space 
will be a major asset 

The need to continue the existing urban morphology can be respected by adapting the semi-
public internal courts such as are found, for instance, in the Medersas or mosques. In this 
the proposed urban space will contrast with typical European open spaces for those are 
entered by roads that are open to the sky. Place Bin Lamdoun is surrounded by a continuous 
cornice (much like the courts of the medersas) and entered through arches and through the 
hyperstyle area that adjoins the north side. The constant foot traffic and commercial activity 
will ensure that the space does not have an institutional feel of, say, a medersa’s court, even 
if formally, leaving aside its greater size, it has quite a lot in common.  
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PLACE BIN LAMDOUN SHOWING CONTINUOUS CORNICE 
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6. ARCHITECTURAL STYLE 

The brief says (C.32) “The Marinid Medersas in Fez are without doubt one of the highest 
expressions of Islamic architecture”. It is principally to these that this design looks for the 
styling of the new proposed public space.  

Arab Islamic architectural style began in the eastern Mediterranean but arguably reached its 
zenith in the western Maghreb. Although this region is remote from the origins of Islam and 
the Arab expansion, the Arab style that evolved here is not only the most sophisticated but 
also in a sense the purest. In the architecture of the east other influences are more apparent 
such as those from Byzantium or Persia. Later the Ottoman style infiltrated the lands of that 
Empire but the Ottomans never extended into Morocco and al-Andalus. The architectures of 
Morocco and al-Andalus have stylistically much in common with each other and this 
commonality is reinforced by the fact that the Fez medersas were built by architects and 
craftsmen recently expelled from al-Andalus as a result of the crusades in that region. 

ELEVATIONS ONTO PLACE BIN LAMDOUN 

If we wish to build in a traditional style in Fez then there is no better precedent to draw on 
than the medersas - with an eye to the “Moorish” architecture in what is now southern 
Spain. But it should not be forgotten that the architectural tradition evident in the Medersas 
continued in Fez well into the nineteenth century and beyond, if in less splendid form, and is 
well represented in, for example, nineteenth century “palaces”. 

Moreover the purpose of the finished development as stated in the Brief is to encourage 
and facilitate the development of craft industries in the medina and so by adopting a 
traditional style for the buildings themselves the construction process itself can be used as a 
means for supporting and developing craftsmanship. The materials of the facades will follow 
those of the medersas with tiling (zellig) on the lower part, sculpted and moulded plaster 
above with the upper regions formed in timber. The patterning and detailing on all these 
areas will be subject to development in conjunction with the local artisans involved and it is 
expected that their input into the design will be great. The decisions on style comply with 
the Brief which states (E11) that “A choice of local materials that are easy to clean and 
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maintain, as well as reliable, simple constructions is to be favoured to reduce operational 
costs”. 

There are numerous elements that can be cited to describe and define this “pure” Arab style 
but if we look for a singular defining element that must surely be that of the “muqarna”. 
Although this element is not unique to Arab architecture (it is however unique to Islamic 
architecture) it can be regarded as a distinguishing feature for it does not exist, for instance, 
in any European style of building. Arab architecture does have a number of elements in 
common with European Gothic, such as the pointed arch, the small (usually non-sectional) 
Roman column and the embedded column and there is good reason to suppose that all 
these features which existed in Arab architecture several centuries before they existed in 
Europe were imported into Europe from the Maghreb.  

 

MUQARNAS ON NORTH ELEVATION OF MAIN SQUARE 

In spite of these similarities one feauture that differentiates European from Arab styles 
absolutely is the vault construction. The Gothic style can characterised by its unique feature, 
the ribbed vault, and this feature is not found anywhere in Arab architecture. A primary 
reason for this absence is surely that the ribbed vault construction resembles far too closely 
an organic (tree) form and imitation of nature is, of course, not accepted in Islamic art and 
architecture. The muqarna represents an entirely different solution to the problem of 
vaulting using a system of geometric corbelling that does not in any sense evoke nature. The 
beauty of muqarna-work is well recognised as outstanding. In the design for this project 
muqarnas are used not for vaulting architectural space but for forming arches (another 
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traditional use of them). The prior development that will be necessary for the use of this 
unique architectural form on this building will provide a further possibility for revitalising 
artistic and craft traditions and also for deepening our knowledge of this fascinating building 
form. 

The preceding comments apply to the design of the facades to the new square, Place Bin 
Lamdoun, which as an enclosed interior space can naturally draw from the existing courts in 
different building types in the medina. What has so far not been mentioned is the design of 
the exterior perimeter of the new building. This has to follow completely different rules. As 
mentioned the exteriors of buildings in the medina are for the most part fairly plain  - 
although a walk through the medina is always enlivened by superb entrance doors, 
minarets, fountains, the human and commercial activity and many other details.  

 

ELEVATION FROM PARKING AREA TO NORTH OF SITE SHOWING DESIGN BASED ON DEFENSIVE WALLS 

There is an exception and this is in the often massive defensive walls that surround the 
medina itself and also the major residences and palaces. These walls are articulated by 
battlements of various forms and it is these more than anything that establish their styling. 
These defensive walls provide a vocabulary for the design of the exterior of a building that is 
harmonious with traditional forms. As well as the mediaeval structures, some nineteenth 
century major residences used the forms of the old defensive enclosing walls as a design 
precedent. An example of these is the Dar Ould Jamai Palace and the shaping of the 
battlements it uses has been taken for the design of the enclosing wall of the new building 
here. The tapered stack-like shape, which occurs frequently in various elements of Arab 
architecture, thus forms the top of the perimeter wall to the new building on all of its sides. 
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7. ACCOMMODATION  

Shops  

 

All shops included in the design are bigger that the 12 sq m required by the Brief being 
about 20 sq m in size. 12 sq m was felt to be too small if the development is to realise its full 
potential. In addition for the shops in the new building the floor to ceiling height is such as 
to allow for the construction of a mezzanine, as and if required by the owner, further 
extending the potential. Most shops, being placed directly on the square, will enjoy an 
impressive “footfall” and if desired can be let at a premium. All shops including those not in 
the main new building open directly onto ground level 

Hotel  

The hotel has its main impressive entrance onto the main square in a prominent position 
centrally on the south side. To the left of the hotel entrance is the Medina Information 
Centre and to the right a large restaurant which could be under the same management as 
the hotel. As previously mentioned there is an alternative access to the hotel from the 
Grande Souk on the Lower Ground allowing guests to arrive by taxi without any distance to 
carry baggage. A lift takes them to the main hotel foyer.  

The Brief calls for double rooms of 12 sq m but these were felt to be too small and most in 
the design are at 20 sq m so allowing for en suite bathrooms to be included. The junior 
suites are also larger than the Brief requires. Most rooms look onto the main square whilst 
the bar restaurant and foyer look mainly south into Connecting Zone B of the Medina. There 
is also a view from the bar onto the main square. The lift also takes guests up to roof level 
where they can circumnavigate the whole of the new building and view the surrounding 
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medina from between the battlement forms discussed above. There are balconies on the 
entrance and first floor levels on the south looking into the medina.  

 

ELEVATION OF SOUTH SIDE OF MAIN SQUARE SHOWING HOTEL ENTRANCE IN CENTRE 

This hotel certainly can achieve a higher standard than the “comfort” standard required by 
the Brief and it is for the administration to decide whether to exploit this fact commercially. 
However, it would seem that, if the development is to perform as a draw for businesses 
interested in the craft industries, for tourists to enjoy their stay in the medina and to 
contribute to the prestige of the medina and its activities, (as the Brief requires) the higher 
quality of hotel proposed would be extremely desirable. Furthermore the rates it could ask 
would mean that it would have an enhanced capital value and so could attract external 
finance to add to the construction budget if this was deemed an appropriate course. 
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Hyperstyle Hall  

The main purpose of the hyperstyle hall is to allow a connection with the Connecting Zone A 
to the north. This is  

 a physical connection whereby foot and mule traffic from the stepped ramp finds its 
way to the main square,  

 a visual connection whereby the square is given a sense of openness  

 an environmental connection whereby it would increase ventilation to the square 
during hot weather.  

Practical uses are indeterminate. It would certainly attract casual sellers but it will be for the 
management to decide whether to encourage this or not. It could also be used for music 
and street theatre again at the discretion of the management of the complex. It provides a 
covered area for visitors in case of rain but above all it is a space to enjoy especially for the 
way it relates to other spaces. Also it is desirable as a further morphological reflection of 
existing buildings in the medina especially mosques and medersas.  

 

ENTRANCE TO HYPERSTYLE HALL FROM MAIN SQUARE 

 
Artisans’ Products Exhibition-Stores  
 
The eight exhibition stores required in Zones II and III comprise over 20% of the total 
accommodation asked for. They are thus a very significant part of the development. In 
addition they require public access and it is clear that the better the quality of the public 
access the better they will perform. For this reason they occupy in this scheme the major 
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part of the “Grande Souk. They benefit from high floor to ceiling heights of 5.4 metres which 
will be of particular value for displaying large objects such as carpets. The height also means 
that mezzanine areas are possible. 
 
 
“Grande Souk”  
 
 

 
 

LONGTITUDINAL SECTION SHOWING GRANDE SOUK 

 
 
The souk is below Place Bin Lamdoun main square. It will be fully open to the public for 
strolling and visiting the exhibition stores and will be a highly atmospheric place. It will be 
partially lit in daylight hours by small perforations in the slab above that forms the surface 
of the square. These perforations will be filled with solid glass. In the Moroccan sunlight this 
will create a considerable amount of light. At night the souk will be lit by specially fabricated 
light fittings and will be no less atmospheric.  
 
The River Fez will run in a new culvert down the centre of the souk and the points of natural 
and artificial light will dance on its ripples. The change of level of the river across the site will 
be concentrated at a weir constructed to the south of the new building to allow the river to 
be relatively level as it passes through the souk. If the rivers pollution creates a problem 
then it can be covered over within the souk with a walkable deck until such times as the 
pollution has been dealt will. 

Conservation and rehabilitation  

This presentation focuses on the new building. The author has a great experience in 
restoration and rehabilitation of existing structures and recognises the necessity of a 
detailed survey of each building before creating a definitive design and specification. Suffice 
it to say that the existing buildings will be restored without extensive modification externally 
so that they maintain the continuity of the medina into the site.  

The users of the refurbished buildings will benefit from the better access to vehicles that 
they will have as a result of the two service lifts that connect with the Lower Ground level 
and the so to the parking area in Connecting Zone A. The buildings of Zone I form a unit that 
makes them worth preserving whereas building III-07 in Zone III stands isolated. Its position 
means that its retention would preclude many options for the site development including 
the one proposed here.  
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Restaurants  

The Brief calls for five restaurants comprising a total of 755 sq m. Five restaurants are 
provided here with a total of 900 sq m. Each restaurant occupies a distinctive location on 
the site. Some locations are more prestigious than others to allow for a variety of pricing 
levels but each location has its particular interest. The largest restaurant is adjacent to the 
hotel and has a balcony looking across the river to the medina to the south of the site. It has 
a prestigious entrance in the Arab style using Roman columns. Two restaurants are on the 
first floor one overlooking the open parking area to the north whilst the other looks over the 
new Place Bin Lamdoun to its south. Two further restaurants are at lower levels away from 
the main new building one of which is adjacent to the river to the south.  

 

Public Restrooms  

These are an essential element for the site to function as a welcoming area for tourists, 
guests, visiting business persons, officials and residents. For this reason they are generously 
accommodated and conveniently sited in the retained existing buildings III-04 and -05.. They 
are close to the Chouk Mosque and so can in addition serve for ablutions and will be 
designed to accommodate this use. 
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8. ENVIRONMENT 

 The Brief (E43) asks for recommendations as to “how to reduce heat loss in winter and 
cooling loads in summer.” Traditional construction as proposed is heavyweight construction. 
The outer walls will be constructed of an outer and inner skin of dense masonry of up to 200 
mm thickness each. Between these will be a layer of insulating material. The effect of this is 
that in winter the heat from inside cannot bridge the insulating material and is stored in the 
inner skin whilst in summer the insulation prevents heat entering the building and the heavy 
inner skin maintains a stable temperature. The roof construction follows the same principle 
of combining heavy construction with good insulation. 

D86 of the Brief states the one of the main objectives of the Development Plan is “to utilise 
local building materials”. As described in the foregoing the sourcing of the main facing 
materials will be local. 
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9. CONCLUSION 

The problems facing the medina should not be underestimated. Dr Stefano Bianca wrote in 
1980  

“The population [in the Medina] increased from approximately 100,000 inhabitants 
in 1920 to nearly 220,000 in recent years … social segregation threatens to turn the 
Medina into a quarter for the poor and destitute, because living in the new areas of 
the city [of Fez] has become a symbol of success … its physical skeleton has fallen into 
an almost fatal state of neglect that elicits only despair and perplexity on the part of 
administrators and technicians”(FTRGC p29)  

In contrasting the situation in the old part of Fez (the Medina) with the twentieth century 
parts, he wrote: 

“The old city, despite its much larger population is thus neglected in favour of the 
new, and the few investments that have been made there are too haphazard and out 
of harmony with the specific structure of the medina to reinforce it …There is little 
hope that the old city will be allowed to develop according to its own internal laws. 
The medina has ended up on the losing side in its confrontation with modern urban 
and cultural models that resulted from the separation of the old and new city” 
”(FTRGC p31) 

These remarks were made one year before Fez was designated a World Heritage Site by 
UNESCO in 1981 and in the years since then undoubtedly improvements have been made. 
However, to the outside observer it would appear the problems of overcrowding, exodus of 
wealthier people, and the difficulty of adapting the medina to modern day needs persist. 
The present design urgently addresses these problems. 

How will it do this? The site is only a tiny element in the whole medina. But its situation 
makes it crucially important. And its development must, as the Brief demands, produce a 
model for the development of the medina - even one that might be applied to Arab cities 
elsewhere. This design is based on the belief that something new and emblematic is called 
for. The medina of Fez needs to have an image that will reflect absolutely what it is and at 
the same time indicate its future mode of development. This design will inspire aesthetically 
and emotionally. And by creating good access and high quality accommodation it will 
succeed practically and economically. The world will see the medina in a new way.  
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Boldness is required. We must reject the facile images of Modernist architecture that have 
come to dominate the planet from Barcelona to New York, from Dubai to Beijing. But we 
also need to reject a static preservational approach which blinds us to what is of most 
lasting value. 

“To modernise in the Western sense would … impose alien structures entirely devoid 
of relevance … To preserve in the Western sense would mean … to inflict an 
archaeological approach upon a reality that is still living and capable of innovation. 
Neither approach corresponds to the real interests of a city like Fez” ”(FTRGC p40) 

To deny innovation by insisting on the retention of the exact alignment of Bin Lamdoun 
Bridge and Building III-07 would be to inflict such an archaeological approach on a living 
community. No one anywhere has claimed that the Bridge has any special aesthetic 
qualities. It is indeed merely a piece of archaeology. As such it deserves to be recorded and 
commemorated but that is all. 

All importantly, we cannot let the success of the development of this site hinge on cleaning 
up the river. At some stage no doubt the river will be clean but, in spite of the strength of 
the resolution to achieve this, the difficulties are immense and are of daunting complexity. 
With a thriving development established on the site the process of cleaning up pollution can 
follow. But it has to be in that order. Any proposal that is predicated on the cleanliness of 
the river will be hugely compromised. 

 

Dr Bianca again: 

“ … it is not a question of mummifying an urban body at a given stage of its history ... 
It is the heart and soul of the body that must be revitalised and protected ...”  
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To achieve this aim the position of the traditional artisans is vital. This is why this design 
places at the forefront the quality of accommodation that is provided for the artisans both 
for their manufacturing and their selling. This is why good public access to workshops and 
retail units is given such emphasis. Quality accommodation and access can only be achieved 
with a substantial new building. 

Tourism is also vital. The Brief says (C44) “The Regional Development Program for Tourism 
has the ambitious goal to turn Fez into a city break destination for national and international 
visitors” and (C58) “A major resource of the Moroccan economy is tourism with Fez as one of 
the most important destinations”. For this reason a quality hotel is included with excellent 
access to it. The views of the rooms into the new main square with all its charm and activity 
will be exceptional. And the promenade around the roof behind the battlements with views 
into the medina a sheer delight. The new facilities of the shops, restaurants and information 
centre are all to hand to make the development a superb base for exploring the medina and 
buying from its artisans.  

 

And just as important for the people of Fez the design will shift the balance of the whole of 
Fez in the direction of the medina for “ … the medina never lost its function as principal 
centre for the whole city – even people living in the new city often go there to shop” ”(FTRGC 
p35)   By giving the medina an accessible emblematic space crowded with new facilities the 
people of Fez can discover a renewal of their interest and pleasure in the medina. 
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By adopting a wholeheartedly innovative traditional design, Fez can place itself at the 
forefront of a growing international movement to rediscover tradition and demonstrate 
how tradition can represent the future. “ … most Muslim societies have never believed in 
“progress” in modern Western terms … Islamic culture proceeded along circular or spiral 
patterns… In contrast, European civilisation after the ‘Renaissance’ (and especially since the 
19th century) adopted a linear path of development” but as most people now recognise 
“Western civilisation in its present form has proven unsustainable, and … exposes mankind 
to unpredictable long-term hazards”. (UFAW p10 and 13) 

This being an open competition it is to be hoped that there will be many traditional style 
entries and that these will be the most favoured. It would be a tragedy if the result of this 
Fez initiative was simply a reaffirmation of the default Modernist Western architectural 
style. That would suggest support for the unsustainable model that Dr Bianca refers to and a 
wholehearted denial of Muslim societies and cities as he has characterised them.  
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